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Abstract
In the present paper we show that for a low frequency limit the wave
equation of massless scalar field in the background of non-extremal
charged rotating black holes in five-dimensional minimal gauged and
ungauged supergravity can be written as the Casimir of an SL(2, R)
symmetry, our result show that the entropy of the black hole is re-
produced by the Cardy formula, also the absorption cross section is in
consistence with the finite temperature absorption cross section for a
2D CFT.
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1 Introduction
Recent investigation on the holographic dual descriptions for the black holes
have achieved substantial success. According to the Kerr/CFT correspon-
dence [1], the microscopic entropy of four-dimensional extremal Kerr black
hole was calculated by studying the dual chiral conformal field theory associ-
ated with the diffeomorphisms of near horizon geometry of Kerr black hole.
Susequently, this work was extended to the case of near-extreme black holes
[2] (see also [3]). The main progress are made essentially on the extremal
and near extremal limits in which the black hole near horizon geometries
consist a certain AdS structure and the central charges of dual CFT can be
obtained by analyzing the asymptotic symmetry following the method in [4]
or by calculating the boundary stress tensor of the 2D effective action [5].
More recently, Castro, Maloney and Strominger [6] have given evidence that
the physics of Kerr black holes might be captured by a conformal field the-
ory. The authors have discussed that the existence of conformal invariance
in a near horizon geometry is not necessary condition, instead the existence
of a local conformal invariance in the solution space of the wave equation
for the propagating field is sufficient to ensure a dual CFT description(see
also [10]). In the microscopic description, using the Cardy formula for the
microscopic degeneracy, they reobtain the Bekenestein-Hawking entropy of
the black hole.
In this paper, we investigate the hidden conformal symmetry of non-
extremal charged rotating black holes in five-dimensional minimal gauged
and ungauged suppergravity [7]. These types of black holes characterized by
four non-trivial parameters, namely the mass, the charge, and the two in-
dependent rotation parameters. The Bekenestein-Hawking entropy of black
hole is recovered by the Cardy formula and the CFT temperatures was ob-
tained respectively. Then, we investigate the absorption across section of
the black hole in the near region and get the result that the near region of
the rotating black hole in minimal five-dimensional gauged supergravity is
dual to 2D CFT.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, at first we review some ba-
sic properties of charged rotating black hole in minimal gauge supergravity,
then study the scattering process of a probe massless scalar field propagating
in its background. In section 3, we study the hidden conformal symmetry of
charged rotating black hole in five-dimensional minimal gauged suppergrav-
ity by analysing the wave equation of scalar field. In section 4, we reproduce
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy by the Cardy formula of the dual confor-
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mal field. In section 5, we study the hidden conformal symmetry of charged
rotating black hole in five-dimensional minimal ungauged suppergravity. In
section 6, the absorption cross section is investigated, and finally, the last
section is devoted to the conclusion.
2 Scalar field in the background of five-dimensional
space-times
In terms of Boyer-Lindquist type coordinate xµ = (t, r, θ, φ, ψ), the author
of [7] have found that the metric and gauge potential for rotating solution
in five-dimensional minimal supergravity can be expressed as
ds2 = −∆θ[(1 + g
2r2)ρ2dt+ 2qν]dt
ΞaΞbρ2
+
2qνω
ρ2
(1)
+
f
ρ4
(
∆θdt
ΞaΞb
− ω)2 + ρ
2dr2
∆r
+
ρ2dθ2
∆θ
+
r2 + a2
Ξa
sin2 θdφ2 +
r2 + a2
Ξa
cos2 θdψ2
A =
√
3q
ρ2
(
∆θdt
ΞaΞb
− ω) (2)
where
ν = b sin2 θdφ+ a cos2 θdψ (3)
ω = a sin2 θ
dφ
Ξa
+ b cos2 θ
dψ
Ξb
∆θ = 1− a2g2 cos2 θ − b2g2 sin2 θ
∆r =
(r2 + a2)(r2 + b2)(1 + g2r2) + q2 + 2abq
r2
− 2m
ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ + b2 sin2 θ
Ξa = 1− a2g2 Ξb = 1− b2g2
f = 2mρ2 − q2 + 2abqg2ρ2
The non-vanishing metric components are given by
3
g00 = −∆θ(1 + g
2r2)
ΞaΞb
+
∆2θ(2mρ
2 − q2 + 2abqg2ρ2)
ρ4Ξ2aΞ
2
b
(4)
g03 = −∆θ[a(2mρ
2 − q2) + bqρ2(1 + a2g2)] sin2 θ
ρ4Ξ2aΞb
g04 = −∆θ[b(2mρ
2 − q2) + aqρ2(1 + b2g2)] cos2 θ
ρ4Ξ2bΞa
g33 =
(r2 + a2) sin2 θ
Ξa
+
a[a(2mρ2 − q2) + 2bqρ2] sin4 θ
ρ4Ξ2a
g44 =
(r2 + b2) cos2 θ
Ξb
+
b[b(2mρ2 − q2) + 2aqρ2] cos4 θ
ρ4Ξ2b
g34 =
[ab(2mρ2 − q2) + (a2 + b2)qρ2] sin2 θ cos2 θ
ρ4ΞaΞb
g11 =
ρ2
∆
g22 = ρ
2
For the above metric
√−g = rρ2 sin θ cos θ
ΞaΞb
, the event horizons of the space-
time are given by the singularities of the metric function which are the real
roots of r2∆ = 0. In the above metric q and M are respectively charge
and mass of black hole. Now we consider a bulk massless scalar field Φ
propagating in the background of (1). The Klein- Gordon equation for
massless scalar field is
φ =
1√−g∂µ(
√−ggµν∂ν)Φ = 0 (5)
The wave equation can be simplified by assuming the following form of
the scalar field
Φ(t, r, θ, ϕ, ψ) = exp(−iωt+ imϕϕ+ imψψ)S(θ)R(r) (6)
The near region, which is the crucial region for demonstrating the origin
of conformal structure, is defined by
r ≪ 1
ω
M ≪ 1
ω
(7)
For black holes in minimal five-dimensional supergravity (with g = 0),
if we focus on near region, the radial equation should be rewritten in terms
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of the SL(2, R) quadratic Casimir . The same treatment does not work
in the black holes in minimal five-dimensional gauged supergravity, as the
function ∆r is not quadratic. However, the situation is similar to the Kerr-
Newman-AdS-dS and Kerr-Bolt-AdS-dS cases. Following the treatment in
[?], we expand the function ∆r in the near horizon region to the quadratic
order of (r2 − r2+),
r2∆(r2) ≃ K(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2∗) (8)
with
K = 3g2r2+ + g
2(a2 + b2) + 1 (9)
and
r2∗ = r
2
+ −
1
K
(3g2r4+ + 2(g
2(a2 + b2) + 1)r2+ + a
2 + b2 + a2b2g2 − 2M) (10)
In general, r∗ is not the inner horizon. Only in the case that ∆r is quadratic,
which happens in the black holes in minimal five-dimensional supergravity
case, r∗ coincides with the other horizon. In the low frequency limit and
in near horizon region the radial equation for black holes in minimal five-
dimensional gauged supergravity should be simplified even more for mψ = 0
[∂u(u− u+)(u− u∗)∂u) + u+ − u∗
4(u− u+)(
ω
Kk+
− 2ΞaΩa
Kk+
mϕ)
2 (11)
− u+ − u∗
4(u− u∗)(
ω
Kk−
− 2ΞaΩb
Kk+
mϕ)
2]Φ = l(l + 1)Φ
where
u = r2 u∆ = K(u− u+)(u− u−) u+ = r2+ u− = r2− (12)
Ωa =
a(r2+ + b
2) + bq
(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq
(13)
Ωb =
b(r2+ + a
2) + aq
(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq
(14)
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and
k+ =
r+(r
2
+ − r2−)
(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq
(15)
k− =
r2+(r
2
+ − r2−)
r−((r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq)
(16)
Ωa and Ωb are the angular velocities in the horizon where given by [7]
and respectively k− > k+. The Hawking temperature of the black hole is
determined as
TH =
1
βH
=
2pi
k+
(17)
3 Hidden conformal symmetry of black hole in
five dimensional gauged supergravity
Following [6] we now show that equation (11) can be reproduced by the
introduction of conformal coordinates. We will show that for massless scalar
field Φ, there exist a hidden SL(2, R)L × SL(2, R)R conformal symmetry
acting on the solution space. Moreover, from the spontaneous breaking of
this hidden symmetry by periodic identification of ϕ, we can read out the
left and right temperature of dual conformal field theory. We introduce the
conformal coordinates
ω+ =
√
r2 − r2+
r2 − r2
−
exp(2piTRϕ+ 2nRt) (18)
ω− =
√
r2 − r2+
r2 − r2
−
exp(2piTLϕ+ 2nLt) (19)
y =
√
r2+ − r2−
r2 − r2
−
exp(pi(TR + TL)ϕ+ (nR + nl)t) (20)
TR =
K(r+ − r−)
2Ξapib
, TL =
K(r+ + r−)
2Ξapib
(21)
6
nL = −
Kr2+
2b
(a+ b)(r+ + r−)[(r
2
+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq] (22)
nR = −
Kr2+
2b
(a− b)(r+ − r−)[(r2+ + a2)(r2+ + b2) + abq] (23)
Following [6] we define left and right moving vectors by
H1 = i∂+, (24)
H0 = i(ω
+∂+ +
1
2
y∂y), (25)
H−1 = i((ω
+)2∂+ + ω
+y∂y − y2∂−) (26)
H1 = i∂− (27)
H0 = i(ω
−∂− +
1
2
y∂y) (28)
H−1 = i((ω
−)2∂− + ω
−y∂y − y2∂+) (29)
Which each satisfy the SL(2, R) algebra
[H0,H±1] = ∓iH±1, [H−1,H1] = −2iH0 (30)
and
[H0,H±1] = ∓iH±1, [H−1,H1] = −2iH0 (31)
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We can directly calculate all the SL(2, R) generators in terms of black hole
coordinates
H1 = i exp−(2piTRϕ+ 2nRt)[
√
∆∂r (32)
−(nL − nR)(r − r+) + (nL + nR)(r − r−)
piP
√
∆
∂ϕ
+
(TL − TR)(r − r+) + (TL + TR)(r − r−)
P
√
∆
∂t]
H0 = i[−2nL
piP
∂ϕ +
2TL
P
∂t] (33)
H−1 = i exp(2piTRϕ+ 2nRt)[−
√
∆∂r (34)
−(nL − nR)(r − r+) + (nL + nR)(r − r−)
piP
√
∆
∂ϕ
+
(TL − TR)(r − r+) + (TL + TR)(r − r−)
P
√
∆
∂t]
and
H1 = i exp−(2piTLϕ+ 2nLt)[
√
∆∂r (35)
−(nL − nR)(r − r+)− (nL + nR)(r − r−)
piP
√
∆
∂ϕ
+
(TL − TR)(r − r+)− (TL + TR)(r − r−)
P
√
∆
∂t]
H0 = i[
2nR
piP
∂ϕ − 2TR
P
∂t] (36)
H−1 = i exp(2piTLϕ+ 2nLt)[−
√
∆∂r (37)
−(nL − nR)(r − r+)− (nL + nR)(r − r−)
piP
√
∆
∂ϕ
+
(TL − TR)(r − r+)− (TL + TR)(r − r−)
P
√
∆
∂t]
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where P = 4(TLnR − TRnL).
The quadratic Casimir is
H2 = H˜2 = −H20 +
1
2
(H1H−1 +H−1H1) =
1
4
(y2∂2y − y∂y) + y2∂+∂− (38)
The crucial observation is that these Casimir, when written in term of
ϕ ,t and r reduces to the radial equation (11)
H˜2R(r) = H2R(r) = l(l + 1)R(r) (39)
[∂u(u− u+)(u− u∗)∂u)− u+ − u−
4(u − u+)(
∂t
Kk+
+
2ΞaΩa
Kk+
∂ϕ)
2 (40)
+
u+ − u−
4(u− u−)(
∂t
Kk−
+
2ΞaΩb
Kk+
∂ϕ)
2]Φ = l(l + 1)Φ
4 Entropy from the CFT
The microscopic entropy of the dual CFT can be computed by the Cardy
formula which matches with the black hole Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
SCFT =
pi2
3
(CLTL +CRTR) (41)
We will assume that away from extremality, the CFT along the ϕ-
direction will have both a left and right-moving piece, both with identical
central charge. The central charge of charged of black hole (1) was computed
in [12]. In the extremal limit we have
CL = CR =
3pi
2
b
(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq
ΞbKr
2
+
(42)
From the central charges(42) and temperatures (21) and using equation
(41) we have
9
S =
[pi2(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq]
2ΞaΞbr+
(43)
which agrees precisely with the gravity result presented in [7].
5 Hidden conformal symmetry of black hole in five
dimensional ungauged supergravity
In this section we consider hidden conformal symmetry of black hole in five
dimensional ungauged supergravity , so we consider metric (1) with g = 0.
The non-vanishing metric components are given by
g00 = −1 + 2mρ
2 − q2
ρ4
(44)
g03 = −a(2mρ
2 − q2) + bqρ2 sin2(θ)
ρ4
g04 = −b(2mρ
2 − q2) + aqρ2 sin2(θ)
ρ4
g33 = (r
2 + a2) sin2(θ) +
a[a(2mρ2 − q2) + 2bqρ2] sin4(θ)
ρ4
g44 = (r
2 + b2) cos2(θ) +
b[b(2mρ2 − q2) + 2aqρ2] cos4(θ)
ρ4
g34 =
[ab(2mρ2 − q2) + (a2 + b2)qρ2] sin2(θ) cos2(θ)
ρ4
g11 =
ρ2
∆
g22 = ρ
2
For the above metric
√−g = rρ2 sin θ cos θ, the event horizons of the
space-time are given by the singularities of the metric function which are the
real roots of r2∆ = 0. In the low frequency limit and in near horizon region
the radial equation for black holes in minimal five-dimensional ungauged
supergravity should be simplified ( mψ = 0)
[∂u(∆∂u) +
u+ − u−
4(u− u+)(
ω
k+
− 2Ωa
k+
mϕ)
2 (45)
− u+ − u−
4(u− u−)(
ω
k−
− 2Ωb
k+
mϕ)
2]Φ = l(l + 1)Φ
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It is easy to see the radial part of equation of motion could be rewritten
as SL(2, R) with the identification Casimir (38)
TL =
(r+ + r−)
2pib
TR =
(r+ − r−)
2pib
(46)
nL = −
r2+
2b
(a+ b)(r+ + r−)[(r
2
+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq] (47)
nL = −
r2+
2b
(a− b)(r+ − r−)[(r2+ + a2)(r2+ + b2) + abq] (48)
These results can be obtained from Eqs.(21)-(23) by substituting g = 0. The
microscopic entropy of the dual CFT can be computed by the Cardy formula
which matches with the black hole Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The central
charge of charged black hole in minimal five dimensional supergravity was
computed in [7]. In the extremal limit we have
CL = CR =
3pi
2
b
(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq
r2+
(49)
From the central charges (49) and temperatures (46) and using equation
(41) we have
S =
[pi2(r2+ + a
2)(r2+ + b
2) + abq]
2r+
(50)
which agrees precisely with the gravity result presented in [7].
6 Absorption cross section
Now we show that the absorption cross-section for scalars (with mψ = 0) in
the near-region of the black hole in minimal five dimensional supergravity
be interpreted as arising from a CFT at the left and right temperatures.
The absorption cross section is easy enough to write down using results in
[9]
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Pabc ∼ sinh(βH
2
(ω −mϕΩa) | Γ(l0 + 1− iβLω − βHmϕ(Ωa − Ωb)
4pi
) |2 (51)
× | Γ(l0 + 1− iβLω − βHmϕ(Ωa +Ωb)
4pi
) |2
Where
βH =
2pi
k+
βR =
2pi
k+
+
2pi
k−
βL =
2pi
k+
− 2pi
k−
l0 =
l
2
(52)
To see explicitly that Pabs matches with the microscopic greybody factor
of the dual CFT, we need to identify the related parameters. From the first
law of black hole thermodynamics
THδS = δM − ΩaδJϕ − ΩbδJψ + φδq (53)
One can compute the conjugate charges as
δSBH = δSCFT =
δEL
TL
+
δER
TR
(54)
So we can get
δωL = δEL = −(a− b)mφ
2b
+
(ab+ q + r2+)[(a
2 + r2+)(b
2 + r2+) + abq]ω
2br2+(r
2
+ − ab− q)
(55)
δωR = δER = −(a+ b)mφ
2b
+
(r2+ − ab− q)[(a2 + r2+)(b2 + r2+) + abq]ω
2br2+(r
2
+ + ab+ q)
(56)
Now using conformal weights (hL, hR) = (l0, l0) and substituting equa-
tions (55) and (56) into (51), one can find
Pabs ∼ T 2hL−1L T 2hR−1R sinh(
ωL
2TL
+
ωR
2TR
) | Γ(hL + i ωL
2piTL
) |2 (57)
× | Γ(hR + i ωR
2piTR
) |2
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigate the hidden 2D conformal symmetries in
the non-extremal charged rotating black holes in five dimensional gauged
(ungauged) supergravity, by analyzing the near region wave equation of
scalar field at low frequencies. Our result show that the absorption cross
section is in consistence with the finite temperature absorption cross section
for a 2D CFT. The entropy of black hole is reproduce by the Cardy formula.
The authors of [11], have shown there are two different individual 2D CFTs
holographically dual to the Kerr-Newman black hole, coming from the corre-
sponding two possible limits, the Kerr/CFT and Reissener-Nordstrom/CFT
correspondences. The black hole which we have considered in this paper is
a charge rotating black hole with a couple angular momentum, so accord-
ing to the suggestion of [11], we should have a threefold hidden conformal
symmetry. So, in our interesting background a probe scalar field at low fre-
quencies can exhibit three different 2D conformal symmetries in its equation
of motion. there are both left and right 2D CFTs for each of the circles φ
and ψ. In both these cases, one can write the radial part of wave equation
the casimir of an SL(2, R)R × SL(2, R)L algebra. However in the present
paper we have considered only one of J-pictures, i.e Jφ-picture, so we have
taken the case with mψ = 0. Moreover if one consider the charged scalar
field with mφ = mψ = 0, the radial part of the wave equation can be written
again as the casimir of SL(2, R)R × SL(2, R)L [11].
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